The microwave traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) is widely used as a high-power transmitting source for space and airborne communications. One critical factor in designing a TWTA is the overall efficiency. However, overall efficiency is highly dependent upon collector efficiency; so collector design is critical to the performance of a TWTA. Therefore, NASA Glenn Research Center has developed an optimization algorithm based on Simulated Annealing to quickly design highly efficient multi-stage depressed collectors (MDC).
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Simulated annealing (SA) is global optimization method used to solve highly nonlinear combinatorial problems [ 11. It is based upon statistical thermodynamics, specifically an analogy to process of annealing: heating a material to a temperature that permits many atomic rearrangements, and then slowly cooling the material, until it "freezes" into a stable, minimum energy configuration. optimization algorithms is its ability to handle discontinuities and local minima in the design space. While many optimization techniques only accept configurations that are improvements on the previous configurations, SA allows non-improving configurations. This allows the design space to be thoroughly searched without becoming trapped in local minima. At higher "temperatures", inferior configurations have a greater chance of being accepted. As the temperature decreases, the chance of inferior configurations being accepted also decreases. On convergence, the optimal solution of the mathematical problem corresponds to a final minimum energy configuration.
The code developed uses a 2-D axially symmetric electron trajectory code, EGUN [2], for MDC analysis and Microsoft Excel as a graphical user interface. The design parameters included the shape and voltage of each collector electrode. Figure 1 shows an optimized MDC with a collector efficiency of 93.3%. The theory and implementation of simulated annealing will be discussed and results of MDC optimization will be presented. 
